Syracuse Strasbourg
Spring 2021 Program
Syracuse Strasbourg Center
Syracuse Abroad

Program dates
Event

Date

Program start date

Tuesday, February 23

First day of classes

Monday, March 1

Mid-semester break

April 1-5

Program end date

Saturday, May 22
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Travel with purpose during your semester
The following All-School Excursions are included in your program fee:
•

Alsace: A daylong outing to explore your region’s vineyards, castles,
traditional culture, and cuisine!

•

Black Forest: Just across the Rhine river, we’ll spend the day visiting
picturesque German villages and sites dating back to Roman times.

•

Burgundy: An exciting weekend trip to one of France's most celebrated
regions, rich with history, architecture and gastronomy (including, of
course, Dijon mustard)!

•

Berlin: A special week-long trip to discover this vibrant European capital
while learning about its dramatic past and the ways in which this past is
remembered today.

For independent travel:
•

Paris: Less than two hours away on the high-speed TGV, it’s easy to spend
the weekend in France's Ville-Lumière. *FRE 439/HOA 365 has a
scheduled study tour to Paris at the end of the semester.
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Engage with your center & city
•

Your special Student Culture Card will make all
of Strasbourg’s rich cultural life easily
accessible and affordable.

•

Gain insight into France, its past and present,
through course outings to local sites, from
farmers’ markets to WWI battlefields.

•

Meet French and foreign students at Language
Exchange Meetings.

•

Go deeper into the community by signing up
for an internship at a school, a non-profit
organization, or even a pastry shop.
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Global learning opportunities
•

Attend a session of the European Union Parliament and watch Europe’s politicians debate key current
issues.

•

Apply for an internship at the Council of Europe, where more than forty European nations supervise the
continent’s progress in democracy and human rights.

•

Visit the European Court of Human Rights, just down the road from the SU Center, to sit in on a court case.
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Meet your Center staff
Raymond Bach, Ph.D.
• Center Director

Mary Boyington, Ph.D.
• Assistant Academic Director

Mick Hardenberg
• Internship and Housing Coordinator

Alison Shipps Bayart
• Assistant to the Director

Louisiane Bertrand
• Student Activities and Services Coordinator
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Additional support abroad
International SOS
• Medical & Security Advisory Service available
24/7, providing access to medical care and
security advice if an issue comes up abroad.
Alert Traveler
• GPS function that provides pertinent alerts,
advisories and communication with students
through a mobile app should an emergency
situation arise.
Syracuse Abroad resources:
•
Seth Tucker: Director of Global Safety
•
Bridget Demorest: Asst. Director of Student
Services
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European Parliament and Council of Europe

Petite France

Contact us with questions!
Joelle Orecki, International Program Advisor: jlorecki@syr.edu
Professor Boyington: mcboying@syr.edu

